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Objectives : Students should be able to understand the term  
should be able to distinguish and give reason for the two different colours of 
Ripen Mango. 

Task: Recognition of the image and communicating about the term 

Criteria: Observe the images and choose the appropriate colour for the
Mango. Communicate with your parent about the changing of colours in a Mango.

 

I am Mr. Raw 
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Students should be able to understand the term  Raw
should be able to distinguish and give reason for the two different colours of 

Recognition of the image and communicating about the term 

Observe the images and choose the appropriate colour for the
Mango. Communicate with your parent about the changing of colours in a Mango.

 

I am Mr. 

 

Name of the Student: _______________________________________________ 

Raw and Ripen. They 
should be able to distinguish and give reason for the two different colours of Raw and 

Recognition of the image and communicating about the term Raw and Ripen. 

Observe the images and choose the appropriate colour for the Raw and Ripen 
Mango. Communicate with your parent about the changing of colours in a Mango. 

I am Mr. Ripen… 



 

Subject: Math    
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  Objectives : Students should be able 
Small”. 

Task: Identification of the concept Big and Small

Criteria: Observe the pictures carefully and identify Big and Small images. Colour the images first 
then circle the Big images with Pink
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Students should be able to understand and communicate about the concept  “Big and 

Identification of the concept Big and Small. 

Observe the pictures carefully and identify Big and Small images. Colour the images first 
Pink and Small with Blue. Use only crayon to colour.
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to understand and communicate about the concept  “Big and 

Observe the pictures carefully and identify Big and Small images. Colour the images first 
. Use only crayon to colour. 



 

Subject: World around us 
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Objectives:  Students should be able to connect with Nature. They should 
sand. 

Task: Identification of different things found in Nature

Criteria: Observe the picture carefully and identify the things found around you. Colour the images with crayon. Apply 
glue on the beach part of the picture and take sand from the pouch pinch by pinch with your finger. Spread the sand 
over sea beach. After it gets dried touch and feel the texture of sand and the coloured part.
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Students should be able to connect with Nature. They should communicate about the texture of the 

Identification of different things found in Nature.  

Observe the picture carefully and identify the things found around you. Colour the images with crayon. Apply 
re and take sand from the pouch pinch by pinch with your finger. Spread the sand 

over sea beach. After it gets dried touch and feel the texture of sand and the coloured part.
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communicate about the texture of the 

Observe the picture carefully and identify the things found around you. Colour the images with crayon. Apply 
re and take sand from the pouch pinch by pinch with your finger. Spread the sand 

over sea beach. After it gets dried touch and feel the texture of sand and the coloured part. 
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Name of the Student: _______________________________________________ 


